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Heat Treating
Equipment Selection

Ray W. Rey-noldson
!Quality IHeatTreatmel1t Pty. Ltd.

Mel'bourne, Australia'0 o.rheattr.eatment. of to.01 and alloy steels,
- the end-user has a wide range of basic

types of heat treating equipment to
choose from. This article reviews them

and detail the criteria that must be considered
in selecting equipment for a specific applica-
tion. In making this choice, the most important
criterion must be the quality of the tool or part
after processing.

Optimum Performance
Part or tool performance is related to the

overall microstructure of the piece and is nor-
mally measured in terms of hardness, toughness
(lzod, Charpy, etc.) and fatigue performance,
Other secondary properties, such as wear resis-
ranee and resistance to thermal checking, are
also important, and all of these criteria can be
related to the microstructure of the treated piece.
Surface Finish and Sub-Surface Properties

Where the workpiece will not undergo fur-
ther machining or polishing of critical working
surfaces after heal treatment, e.g., as on certain
plastic mold tools, its surface quality is equal in
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Fig. 1 - Typical electrical resistance batch-type vacuum furnaces. (a) Hot-
wan, externally heated type. (b) Hot-wall, double-chamber, externally heat-
ed type. (c) Cold-wall vacuum furnace.
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importance with its microstructure. In most
other cases, however, surface quality generally
ranks second. However. sub-surface effects,
such as those caused by electrical di charge
machining or by carburizarion and decarburiza-
tion, are also important and cannot be ignored ..

Shape and Size Distortion
Distortion is less a problem to the end-user

than to the tool Of part maker, who must take
preventive action to ensure that the final
dimensions will be achieved, or alternatively,
to provide for sufficient machining allowance
after heat treatment so that the required toler-
ances can be met. As a result, this is an area
where conflicts can. arise between jhe 1001.-

maker and the end user, because sometimes
each has different criteria (e..g .• the former
requires minimum distortion, while the latter
requires maximum performance),

Equipment Selection
The metallurgical criteria must be satisfied

when considering which technique or equip-
ment is to be used for the heat treatment cycle.
iIn assessing equipment the following factors are
generally compared:

• Temperature range and uniformity
• Heating and cooling rate
• Atmosphere integrity
These factors rank highest becausethey most

directly affect the major criteria of quality con-
trol and reproducibility. If the equipment meet
these requirements. then the other con idera-
tions to be weighed are

• Environmental considerations
• Capital and operating costs
• Ease of operation and maintenance.
The basic heat treatment equipment types

and techniques from which this selection can be
made are reviewed below.



Vacuum Furnaces
Vacuum furnaces vary from batch type (Fig.

1) to semi-continuous (Fig. 2). They can be
either of cold-wall or hot-wall design.

Temperature Range and Uniformity. The
temperature range of vacuum furnaces is gener-
ally 700-1400°C (1290-2550°F). Below 700°C,
convection heating is more effective, and vacu-
um-purged, hot-wall furnaces are generally pre-
ferred for tempering. Temperature uniformity in
an empty furnace that has reached equilibrium
is typically 5°C (9°F). although this can vary to
a much greater degree when loads are in the hot
zone, because this almost always means some
workpieces are shielded from direct radiation,
particulerlyat low temperatures. This problem
has prompted manufacturers of the more recent-
ly designed vacuum furnaces to add forced con-
vective heating in nitrogen or another inert
atmosphere, up to temperatures of 700°C,
before switching to vacuum processing at high-
er temperatures.

Heating and Cooling Rate. Without forced
convection, the heating rate of vacuum furnaces
at low temperatures is very slow compared with
that of other types of furnaces. At higher tem-
peratures it increases because of the radiation
effect. Because of shadowing, heating uniformi-
ty is only average compared with other furnace
types. Vacuum furnace quench cooling methods
are numerous, but they can be classified into
three main types.

Sub-Atmosphere Pressure Quenching. Ini-
tially most vacuum furnaces were built with this
option, which, after vacuum treating, backfills
the heating chamber with an inert gas to slight-
ly below atmospheric pressure. The gas is recir-
culated at varying flow rates through an internal
or external heat exchanger until the charge cools
down (Fig. 3).

Positive Pressure Quenching. The fast cool-
ing rates required for certain grades of steels led
to development of positive pressure quenching
for vacuum furnaces .. Quenching pressures up
to 20 bar (290 psi), but normally 3 to 6 bar (44
to 87 psi) above atmospheric pressure, can
yield the cooling rate improvements shown in
Fig ..4, over sub-atmospheric cooling. (Atmos-
pheric pressure is 750.1 torr or 1 bar and is
acknowledged as absolute atmosphere. so that
in practice a vacuum or negative pressure is any
pressure below 750.1 torr (l mm Hg), and any
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Fig. 2 - Semi-continuous vacuum furnace.
-- -- ------------ --- -
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fig. 3 - Representative cooling systems in vacuum furnaces. (a) Internal
heat exchange and enclosed fan cooling. (b) External cooling.

pressure above 1 bar is considered to be a pos-
itive pressure. Therefore what is commonly
known in the trade as a 2-bar pressure quench
furnace has a positive pressure in the chamber
of 1 bar, and a 6-bar furnace has a positive pres-
sure of 5 bar. This causes confusion in some lit-
erature, and this factor should be taken into
consideration whenever conversions for bar to
psi are encountered.)

Liquid Quenching. Some vacuum furnaces
have also been integrated with oil quenching
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Fig. 4 - Representative improvements in clloling rates bV the use of posi-
tive pressure qeenchinq, {a] Effects ot gas properties on the cooling of 25
mm (1 in.) diameter steel slugs. (bl Effect of gas velocity on cooling of 25 mm
(1 in.) diameter steel slugs. (cl Effects of gas pressure on cooling of 25 mm
(1 in.) diameter steel slugs. (d) Range of cooling characteristics in industri-
al furnaces.
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Fig. 5 - Relationship between leak rate in a vacuum furnace and decar-
burization of a 1% C steel strip 0.15 mm (0.006 in.l thick. Treatment time: 2:
honrs at 1050°C (1920°F).

facilities to permit oil and gas quenching to be
performed in the same furnace.

Atmosphere Integrity ..The "atmosphere" of
a vacuum furnace, which guarantees neutrality
to the surface of the part, is really a vacuum and
as such is subject to leakage. For this type of
furnace, the greatest variable in atmosphere
integrity is its leak rate, which controls the
effectiveness of the vacuum. Fig. 5 shows the
effect of leak rate on decarburization of a 1%
plain carbon steel. However, it is also important
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to remember that the vapor pressure of various
alloying elements (e.g., manganese and chromi-
um) can affect their behavior in a vacuum. Care
must be taken to match the vacuum level used to
the alloy steel being healed to avoid alloying
element losses. Fig. 6 shows chromium loss
related to vacuum level for type D3 steel.

Salt Baths
A metallurgical salt bath is a container of

metal or ceramic filled with molten salts, such
as nitrites, nitrates, carbonates, cyanides, chlo-
rides or caustics, in which metal components
can be heat treated by heating and cooling them .
Salt bath furnaces may be externally heated by
gas or oil or by electrical-resistance elements or
by passing alternating current through the-m
from immersed electrodes generating heat
resistively within the salt itself. This heat is
quickly distributed by a downward stirring
action imparted by the electrodes, Molten salt
baths heat the workpiece by conduction, quick-
ly and uniformly. When a cold workpiece is
plunged into a salt and its temperature approach-
es that of the bath, a thin insulating film of solid
salt forms between the molten bath and the
metal. As work is withdrawn from the bath, a
thin film of liquid salt protects it from oxidation
as it is transferred to the quench.

Temperature Range and Uniformity. In gen-
eral, salt baths have a temperature range from
just above solidus up to 1300°C (2370°F).
Unfortunately the various salts used for heat
treatment have varying operating ranges, and
this can cause some problems with drag-over
and contamination. In addition, it means that
several furnaces are needed to cover the full
range of processes. The temperature uniformity
of salt baths is better than ±5°C (±9°F), and uni-
formity of heating, because the salt acts as a liq-
uid, is excellent

Heatillg ami Cooling Rate, The salt bath is
one of the fastest methods of heating available,
second only to a molten lead bath in terms of
general heat treatment, although of course much
slower than induction. The cooling rates of var-
ious combinations of salts can vary from almost
as fast as those of oil to relatively slow, depend-
ing on the conditions chosen. Uniformity of
heating and cooling are good because of the
fluid nature of the bath, and stirring the salt
makes for excellent uniformity. In most aspects
salt baths are ideal for heat treatment, but the



environmental and ecrrosioa problems they
give rise to are the reason wby they are now
being replaced by other ItypeS of furnace.

Afmosph.ere Integrity. In the case of salt
baths, it i the salt. composition and its equilibri-
um with the steel being heated that replaces a
totally neutral. atmosphere. (In practice, prov id-
ed careful quality control isperformed, part or
tool, heated in salt experience neutrality on
their surfaces although, as detailed later" some
surface roughening is observed) Carefllli contra]
of the salt coraposition is crucial to what might
be referred to as the "atmo phere integrity" of
this type of furnace,

Fluidized Beds
Tempe.rtlture Uniformity ,and Range.

Because, like the salt bath, the fluidized bed act
as a liquid, temperatul'e uniforrn:ity can be typi-
eally ±3°C (±5.40F), and each p.m. is uniformly
heated. The range of the fluidized beds Is cur-
rently up to 1250°C (2282Qf), and this can be
achieved in on fumace, although two or more
units are u ualJy employed,

Heating and Cooling Rate. The healing rate
of the fluidized bed is slightly slower than those
of salt and lead, but faster than those of vacuum,
atmo phere and forced convection furnaces.
With th use of pecial gases, cooling rate
approaching those of oil quenching can be
achieved. Fluidized beds behave in a similar
manner 10 molten alt [0 all intents and purposes.

Atmosphe1ie In/egrily. In the fluidized bed,
the integrity of the atmosphere, Iike all retort
type atmosphere furnaces. is dependent on the
purity of the fluidizing gas used. Use of high-
purity gases such as nitrogen and argon, com-
bined wilh the metal retort. and the fact that a
positive pressure is prevalent in the bed itself,
assures integrity equi.valent to that. of vacuum
furnaces and the very be t of the anne ph ere
furnaces, The qaality .of the gas. must be moni-
tored because contaminated gas can lead [0 sur-
face decarburizarion ..

CoolroUed Atmo phere Furnace
In controlled atmosphere furnace , there are

again many variations, but they can be catego-
rized into ceramic-lined and metal-lined fur-
naces ..Repre entative type are shown in Figs. 7
and 8.

Temper:alure Rlmge and ,Uniformity. The
temperature uniformity of controlled atmos-
pbere furnaces is similar to that of radiation 'type
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furnaces. such as vacuum furnace above and
below 700°C (l290°F). As with forced air cir-
culation furnaces. variations do occur across a
load. It has been shown thai the circulation of
the protective gas has Little effect on tempera-
ture uniformity above 700°C (I 290°F) because
of the density of rhe hot gas and relatively low
gas velocitie . The temperature range can be up
to 1250°C (2280°F), depending on the type of
furnace. but normally controlled atmo phere
furnace" are limited to about IlOO°C (20[{)OF)..

Heatillg arid Cooling Rate. Tile cooling rate
option are similar to the option di cussed for
vacuum furnaces.

Atmosphere buegrity. The atmosphere
integrity depends on the type of furnace lining.
While ceramic furnace can be used after suit-
able conditioning .. the metallic type is preferred.
(Fig. 8 shows the relative rate of conditioning
between the two types of furnaces.) When the
metal retort type is used, high atmosphere
integrilY can be guaranteed subject 10 the purity
level of the gases being used. The control of the
level of oxygen or mixture ofgas, such as
rutrogen/methanol, needs to be monitored by
oxygen probes or an equivalent system,

(lack Hardening
Pack hardening is very rarely usedbecau e

of its lack of control and poor efficiency. It is
worth noting that in certain circum stances the

pans to be treated can be wrapped in stainle
steel foil and then pack hardened. This improves
the surface of the part being processed. but does
not guarantee surface integrity ..

Ru_nking of Equipment Types
A rating of each type of equipment discus ed

is given in Table I. The basis of the rating ys-
I.em is detailed below ..

Temperature Range and Uniformity. On the
basis that 1200°C (2190°F) is generally the
maximum temperature used far heat treatment
of most tooJ and alloy reels, all plant with the
exception of I,he pack process receive the maxi-
mum points in thi. category.

The temperature uniformity within a part and
throughout a load are important factors. In gen-
era'i all furnace subject 10 suitable equalization
of temperamre in an empty furnace can exhibit
beuer than ±5°C (±9,of) and in the ca e of salt
baths and fluidized beds, ±3°C (±5AQF). How-
ever. the temperature variation is ignilicant in
loaded vacuum and controlled atmosphere fur-
nace and reflects the problems mentioned in
the previous ection, Therefore the rating :for
uniformity of temperature is reduced for the e
two alternatives.

Heat Transfer Rate and Uniformity of Heat-
ing, An important aspect of heat treatment b the
uniform heating of all pari in a load during a
heattreatment cycle. Liquid-like media are far

Table 1 - Rating of Equipment Based on Duality Factors

Vacuum Fumaces Fluidized Atmos~here IFurnace Salt Pack
Factor Possible Points e 11Bllr \14.5 psil +5,Bllr (73 psi) Option (Mu'lti·l Bed Cer,amic Metal Bath IIa!Cl8l1 ing

II

:1
Temperature Uniformity 10 8 8 8: 10 B 8 10 5

I Empty

Temperature Uniformity 10 7 7 1 10 B 8 to 5
Loaded

Heating Rate 110 6 6 6 9 8 8 10 5

Uniformity of Heating' 10 8 8 8 10 9 9 10 6

Suliace Finish IQI 101 1(1 10 B 8; 8 1 5

Surface Structure 10 10 10 10 10 8 10 9 7

Temperature Range 10 ]0 10 10 10 7 10 10 8
1200ge (2190°1')

Cooli ng Structure to 5, 8 10 10 B 8 9' 5

Cooling Distortion 10 10 8, 10 9 9 9 91 10
Quality Control of Variables 10 9 91 III 10 8 9 7 7

Rating '% HII 8J 114 B9 96 13 83 91 63
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more uniform, achieving lmilar heatingperfor-
rnance throughout a load. than those proce e
relying on radiation and/or convective healing
unless, of com e. only one pan is being treated,
Liquid salt baths give excellent re ult . Correct
loading of the part and correct proces ing have
been. shown in a number of papers to produce
uniform result .

Similar result can al 0 be hown with fla-
idized bed furnace . For uniform quality of heat
treatment, all parts should have exactly the same
time at holding temperature, but in practice,
because of radiation and past shielding in the
center of loads, a wide tolerance is placed on the
holding time with vacuum furnace. Alierna-
ti.vely, technique uch as forced convective
healing, stepped healing or holding at a lower
hardening temperature for a longer time have
been adopted to overcome this problem, and.
subject to careful control, reported re ult have
been satisfactory. However.jhese steps intro-
duce a time and econorni penalty by compari-
on with salt and fluidized bed fumacesand

therefore are rated lower ill Table I. Atmosphere
furnace have similar problem in practice,
although the use of a high-temperature fan cir-
culating theprotective gas is an improvement.

Distortion Control During Heating. The con-
trol of distortion during healing is achieved dif-
Ierently jn different. processes. mn general, to
minimize di tortion il i important (Q equalize
the temperature throughout the part before il
undergoe pha e changes. In (he case of liquid-
like media. step heating at variou temperature:
is u ed to equalize the temperature between the
center and surface of the pari. In radiation fur-
naces where the temperature difference between
the center and surface of the pari is Le . some
preheating steps are slill necessary. For example,
Fig. 9 shows [he differences between the center
and surface of ection 25 to ]00 mrn (1 to 4 in.)
diameter. when heated to lOOO°C (I830°F) in
cast iron chips and a alt bath furnace. If the pro-
cedures above are adopted, then experience
hows that control of distortion during cooling i

more important than during heating.
Distortion Contro] DUring Cooling. It is in

the cooling phase of heat treatment that most
hape and size distortion occur . For example,

for optimum structure in HB, M2 and high-
speed steels, the faste I cooling nne possible i
required to avoid formation of proeutectoid car-
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bides, pearlite and bainite. This causes signifi-
cant size distortion during quenching, and while
tempering reduces it somewhat. for optimum
quality this distortion must be accepted by the
user. A compromi e process called marquench-

ing, which balances good microstructure
again t low distortion, requires quenching as
quickly as possible to just above the martensite
start temperature and equalizing the ection
temperature before further cooling. For this use,
salt baths and fluidized beds with fluid-like
media prove best.

]n vacuum furnace pressure quenching, the
use of step quenching, as originally proposed by
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this author in [972, istheoretically possible and
in some cases practiced but some inherent
problems must. be overcome. The gas used for
the quench is generally at approximately
50-70De (120-160DF), to achieve maximum
cooling rate. andlhi can cau e thin sections of
the workpiece [0 transform to martensite long
before ihe rest of it ha reached 500°C (930°F).
If an attempt is made to avoid this by decreas-
ing the cooling rate, an unsatisfactory
micro tructure re ults.

ln addition, many healing and cooling tests
confirm that forced convection causes variable
cooling rates over the surface of parts being
treated. because of a large difference in the rel-
ative rate of heat transfer between vertical and

horizontal flow, a well as temperature differ-
entials in the ga being circulated. Quenching
in all bath and fluidized bed furnaces is much
more ati factory than in vacuum and con-
trolled-atmosphere furnaces. Another factor to
be considered isthe relative cost of pressure
quenching, which requires 52-75 kW (70-100
hp) fans v . 1.5 kW (2 hp) for fluidized beds,
compared with salt bath or fluidized bed cool-
ing. The 'Use of fluidized beds and salt baths in
conjunction with vacuum, i.e., heating in a vac-
uum and quenching in a fluidized bed, is an
obvious way 10 overcome the problems associ-
ated with pre sure quenching.

Atmosphere lntegrit». The effects of atmos-
phere iruegrity are most evident in the surface
micro tructure and finish of the workpiece. It is
important to understand the variables that can

affect the surface in any of the above processes.
For example. the surface fini h after beat treat-
ing in a vacuum furnace may be bright. but the
surface may have been decarburized, or certain
of the alloying element may have been
removed from it, In a vacuum furnace, the
ab ence of an atmosphere is what preserves
surface qualily. The two critical parameier are
the leak rate of the furnace and the vacuum
level ill which it is operated. It is generally rec-
ognized that a well-maintained vacuum furnace
ha excellent atmosphere integrity. Such fur-
naces are used for critical applications in the
aerospace industry .. In using a vacuum furnace,
it is imponant to check its leak rate at regular
inter-vals, In critical work, it should be moni-
tored by means of a residual gas analyzer,
becau e every lime a vacuum lock or door
open or do e ., the pas ibiliry of a leak
increase . It hould al a be under rood that
most vacuum furnaces have pumps !.hat are suf-
ficiently oversized to maintain a reasonably
good vacuum despite the pre ence of a signifi-
cant leak. Thus a vacuum gage reading at the
proper level doesnot neces: arily mean atmos-
phere integrity is perfect.

For controlled atmosphere furnaces or flu-
idized beds, the effect of trace gases on the sur-
face of metal has been thoroughly discussed in
the literature and will. not be covered in detail.
The major gases of concern are oxygen, carbon
dioxide. carbon monoxide and water vapor. as
well as truce. of hydrocarbon ga es. Where
high-purity gases such as nitrogen or argon are

Table 2 - Recommended Grit Sizes for Polishi'ng Aller Heat Treatment

Steel Grad's, Vacuum Cast Iron Chips

5600 :::>:180

5600 ;?:180'

::;600 <':1180

600 ;?:180

:>600 <':1811

5600' <':180,

'Grit Sizel
Salt Bath Fluidized Bed Protective, l(l'a s

<-180 $400 ~400

?:180 ~ ~oo

~180 :>400 :::>:400

60 400 ?:220

:::>:180 S400 2:400

:::>:180 :>400 <':400

01

P2D

H13

D2

M2

Stainless Steel
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used to protect the surface of the part, trace
gases can be critical. to satisfactory results ..For
instance, nitrogen must contain less than [0
ppm of oxygen, the same specification required
ferthe nitrogen 111 ed for quenching in a vacu-
urn furnace. It is 110t enough. to check the ga as
delivered. The gas must al 0 be checked and
monitored in the furnace chamber it elf.
because piping leaks and backward diffu ion of
unwanted gases into the chamber can coruami-
nate it in use. In some controlled atmosphere or
fluidized bed processes. endothermic gas is
used as the 'carrier gas, with additions of hydro-
carbon gases to produce the correct. carbon
potential. Monitor.ing the ratio of the gases i .
performed by oxygen probe, carbon dioxide.
dew point ora similar system. With proper con-

tro] of the atmosphere and correct quenching,
the urface of the workpleces can be free of
decarburization or carburizarion. As di cu sed
below, the degree of urface roughening cau ed
by heal treating in controlled atmosphere fur-
nace or fluidized beds is only marginally less
than that which occurs in a vacuum. In addi-
tion, metallurgical. and chemical analysis shows
the ub-surface structure to be unaffected when
all process variables are correctly controlled.

In a salt bath, atmosphere integrity is a mat-
rer of controlling the alt chemistry. In practice.
decarbueieation in barium chloride salt mu I.

be rnonitored closely. e ..g., by examination of
periodic test coupons of the steel. undergoing
heat treatment.

Finally. the importance of cleaning the work
load before processing is important. becau e
surface contamination can affect critical reac-
tion during processing. In thi respect, vacuum
deans the surface more effectively than the
other tllch_niques, because it tends to remove
.any contaminants. present during initial pump-
down. In tests performed to establi h the rela-
live effects of various atmospheres on urface
chemistry and surface finish. samples of typical.
10011ee1 were proces ed for up [0 ~ hour at
hardeningteraperature, followed by immediate
quenching to avoid any possibility of surface
contaminatioa, The samples were tested for
surface roughness before and after hardening
and then clilemica]!y analyzed to determine
their base carbon level Wlim (394 uin.) below
the surface. Fig. 10 shows the results of these
test on a D2 tool steel, The vacuum furnace
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Fig. 10 - Comparison of surface finish before and after heat treatment.

oBefore Heat Treatment

• After Heat Treatment

Salt Gas Chips'F/Bed

Equipment Tvpa

produced a bright finish and required a mini-
mum of polishing after heat treatment. Howev-
er, the controlled atmosphere and fluidized bed
furnaces also produced bright finishes with
only a slight amount of surface roughness. In
this respect, sail bath and pack carburizing
yield clearly inferior result . Based on these
factors, recommended grit sizes for polishing
after heat treatment are given in Table 2. Apart
from pack carburizing, all results o:f chemical
analysis were satisfactory. with no carbueiza-
tion or decarburization detected. 0
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